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UPON MADNESS, THEN A SENSE OF
BETRAYAL, THEN FURY SUCH AS I
HAD NEVER KNOWN BEFORE, THEN
FINALLY, TO MY DISMAY, HATRED
SO BITTER THAT I GREW DIZZY
AND THOUGHT I MIGHT GET SICK
ON THE FLOOR.

by John Saunders
How many of you would
like to trade places with a
black student on this campus
or any other similar campus?

William Styron
The Confessions of Nat Turner

I will answer the question for vou. the problems.
None! A Negro student here has
I object also to the lack of
very little to do, and that is caused

. . . YOUR ATTITUDES, MR.
OF VIEW
YOUR POINTS
HAVE BECOME A MATTER OF PUBLIC RECORD.
ENDI-COT-

T,

Stirling Siliphant
In the Heat of the Night

(Q)

is verv little variation. (Z Everv in their unquestioning conserva- tion must include more than one
j
one talks a good change, but few tive patterns, because change does side of any subject. It is very difpeople work at even minor changes not wait for anybody. Asking ques-tion- s ficult to communicate with black
on this campus like taking a few
about the Negro or anything people, when whites are ignorant
minutes to talk to a Negro about else is a part of one's education. of black history and culture.
real things. These are a few of The faculty also are at fault. A

f

prac-tic-

al

knowledge gained on this
campus. If whites and Negroes
cannot communicate in this close
society of Wooster's campus,
whites will not be able to communicate once they leave here. It
is a big mistake not to make use
of the material present on this
campus, lake the time to know
some Negro students becau
w
are not just like H. Rap B iowr
We are not planning to hum tortn
your school!
Fellow students, do not
low
yourselves to become caught in
concerning the
iNegro when there are JNegroes hv
mg with you daily. iNegroes are
not all hatred and evil as a
Negroes and whites would
you believe. It is time thatywhite
Wooster students stop justWsting

by a basic lack of communication.
The majority of the people here
are walking around in their own
little conservative world, the dark
ages. White students so to Chanel
and hear of horrible events in
other parts of the country, and
they ask, "Why isn't something
done or what can we do to help?"
They are overlooking the problems
right here at home.
The ghost of conservatism casts
its aimless shadow over Wooster.
Some examples are as follows:
(1) Freshman Negro women, prior
to coming to Wooster, were called
and asked if they had any objections to having a white roommate.
This happens with white students
also.
(2) Social activities are
geared mostly to whites and there

large percentage is concerned, but
they know very little about the
Negro, and few of them bother to
ask any questions.
Wooster's system could stand
improvement because our library
has very few of the books that
mould be present and are present
In most colleges. Some examples
are: Negro Digest, Tan and
Jet Magazine, and books b y
Negro educators and writers. Why
hasn't someone done something
about this? A liberal arts educa- -

pseudo-informatio- n

al

pre-eminen-

Afro-America-

Wooster is but a seed in the
earth and its growth or death depends on each student's willingness
to combat this chaotic mask of
conservatism that makes Wooster
indifferent to any kind of change.
The incipient stages of Wooster
have life, but are we all willing
to help them grow?

by Julialyn Walker
equality becomes an act of racial
For many years it was the superiority if not done with an
practice of many colleges both understanding on both sides. You,
as whites, must realize the futility
large and small to admit only of token integration,
for Negroes
a certain number and type of are no longer willing to submit
Negro student. By fulfilling this to the indignities of the past but
"color quota" the pseudo-liberare alert for any manifestation of
institution would be recognized as the hypocrisy of the "liberal" traon, thus creating the stereotyped
being progressive, and was then dition in America.
illusion of the submissive personentitled to a government grant.
In an effort to interest students ality of the Negro.
Wooster has always been
in Wooster, the college sends to
But the Negro student today is
so the question of money various schools persons who are willing to make the past suffering
isn't
However, for too acquainted both with the area and of our people meaningful. We shall
many years Wooster has had a with what Wooster has to offer. do this, not by stifling the cries
color quota encouraging mostly (In an effort to attract more Negro for black power, but by adding
male Negro students who also hap- students, I feel it would be bene- our voices to them. For black
pened to be either athletes or for- ficial to employ Negroes in admin- power must be understood as a
eign students.
istrative and staff positions.) But means of identification and faith
It was not that Wooster did not even before this, Wooster must first in the future. Somehow the Ameribelieve in a philosophy which al- examine its sincerity. If one type can dream of a better life, and
lowed students to develop an un- of student who is to be encouraged pulling one's self up by the bootNovember 10, 1967
derstanding of others. There have is indifferent to another, which straps is fine as long as it is not
Volume LXXXIV, Number 8 been a number of
dreamt by a Negro. It makes one
programs in student is to be sacrificed?
The Negro in Amertcals realiz- stop and think when a person who
operation for many years especially for this purpose. Although ing that he istfrnan with rights. readily identifies himself as a libthere is this effort made toward His imndiate reaction is no long- eral and a firm believer in civil
understanding and equality, the er to cringe, but to fight back. Life rights says, "Surely you don't beresult is often superficial. Some- is not easy when your race has lieve in black power?" Yes, I do.
The SGA Educational Policy times the strongest gesture of been continually looked down up I am black, and I do want to be
Committee is currently attempting
to fully exercise the power of student opinion on the status of
faculty at the college. Following
through on a proposal by the EPC
chairman two years ago, Paul
Wooster defensive halfback Rick Mueller died early last Monday morning in WoosRomjue, Bill Layman, this year's ter Community Hospital. The cause of death was listed by Dr. Joel Pratt, the football team
chairman, and his committee have physician, as a virus pneumonia coupled with profound toxemia. The infection followed
proposed the following to the
the leg suffered by Rick in the first half of last Saturday's football game
faculty Teaching Staff and Tenure a fracture of
Columbus.
at
against Capital
Committee.
he had been 'under the weather' " Rick's feeling a little "under the
is deTo
the
toxemia
layman
before the game but that he "con- weather" prior to the game, com1 . At the beginning of each academic
blood
of
poisoning
fined
a
as
type
of
list
a
submit
year, the Dean shall
sidered himself to be less ill than bined with the leg fracture, could
all faculty members, subject to review by or the presence in the blood of others." In the week prior to the have lowered his resistance to the
the Teaching Staff and Tenure Committee, certain toxic substances. According
game some six or seven football virus. However, Pratt added that
to the Vice President of Academic Affairs
which players received treatment for cold it was also very possible that the
to
even
autopsy,
Pratt,
an
of the SGA.
Rick's parents refused, might not and flu symptoms. Rick did not virus was especially virulent or
2. Under the direction of the Vice
have established more conclusively report any such illness.
that a benign virus became viruPresident of Academic Affairs, the EPC
the
cause of death. After careful
will distribute a subjective questional
stated that setting the frac- lent through a rather common
Pratt
to departmental majors who have had diagnosis Pratt declared the "in- ture was a "relatively
simple mutation.
contact with the particular professors. This ner poisoning of unchecked virus,"
Mueller
Pratt stated that prior to the
responded
that
and
thing"
approval
questionnaire shall be subject to
other
the
to
from
lungs
spreading
affirst
day of football practice every
talk
soon
well
able
to
and was
by the Dean.
most
the
of
the
body,
as
parts
year he gives each player a physiterwards.
3. These questionnaires shall be coldeath.
of
likely
cause
The first indication of pneu- cal examination for clearance to
lected and submitted to the Dean who
shall use them with the Teaching Staff
After the football injury Satur- monia came 2 a.m. Sunday when play. Dr. Viola Startzman exand Tenure Committee at his discretion.
day Uirk was taken to the locker Rick developed a slight tempera- amines upperclass players for cross
4. All evaluations shall be strictlycon-fldentia- l. room, where the Capital team phy- - ture and cough. Although he felt country and soccer. Freshmen in
No student or faculty shall have sic
ian offered the use of Columbus better later that morning, he these sports are not examined since
access to them.
facilities for treatment. However, turned suddenly worse with a con- their physical examinations re5. Participation in the evaluation by
Hick
and his father Richard R. vulsion at 3 that afternoon. Never quired for admission to the college
the students shall be voluntary.
Mueller decided to return to Woos- regaining consciousness, he died are recent enough to be valid.
6. (Number 6 is a procedural point
However, Dr. Startzman does carewhich insures that the name of the stu- ter. Health insurance did not en- shortly after 1 a.m. Monday.
will
questionnaire
out
the
filled
college
who
in
the
since
dent
decision
ter
"Pneumonia can develop in a fully check the medical record of
not be revealed unless he himself agrees.) surance policies apply anywhere
matter of hours," said Pratt. It is each freshman whether or not he
In a letter to the editor in to- a Wooster sports team plays.
not extraordinary that Rick con- or she participates in a sport. For
calls
on
day's VOICE, Layman
After the leg was immobilized tracted the infection so suddenly, the remainder of the sports season
unless
students to make known their op- in an air splint, Rick was covered but it is unusual for someone in players are not
tenure
on
not
faculty
inions on
with blankets and carried by good health to succumb so quickly, they themselves bring complaints
to Dean Cropp.
stretcher to the college station wa- added Pratt. "Rick went quickly of illness to either Dr. Startzman
The proposal outlined above is gon in which he rode to the Woos- from being relatively well to being or Dr. Pratt.
Football coach Jack Lengyel
in response to a recommendation ter hospital. He was still wearing profoundly sick." However, acthat there was on the team
stated
there
nothing
was
by the Teaching Staff and Tenure his football uniform. Pratt stated cording to Pratt
usual with
Committee that the EPC submit that there was "no risk involved" in Mueller's medical history or in no more sickness than is
Rick
that
did not
and
of
indicate
students
his
to
that
the
any
used
parents
in
a more recent proposal than the in these procedures,
illness
of
him
complain
symp
to
problems with pneumonia.
one written by the SGA Commit-- ' past in such accident cases.
need
He
change
a
for
sees
no
toms.
that
stated
Pratt
Continuing,
to
that
in
added
response
Pratt
tee of Educational Policy last
initial questioning Rick "admitted there was a "good possibility" that in the procedure of physical exam
well-endowe-

There are things that can be
done to help the situation. They
are as follows: (1) informal discussions among white and Negro
students, (2) having social events
n
that center around the
culture, (3) acquaint yourself
with black authors' works, (4)
take the time to meet one of your
fellow black students and ask questions that you would like to know,
(5) try being honest when you approach a black student and see
what will happen.

d,

t.
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EPC Submits

Tenure Proposal

in power and if I am qualified,
then what is wrong with that?
If Wooster is to attempt to become a totally integrated institution, a larger, more diverse group
of Negro students must be admitted to the college. It is said that
with a smaller student body it is
possible to make more and deeper
personal relationships between
Negroes and whites. But all too
often the relationships are based
on curiosity. This is only natural,
for we tend to be attracted towards
that which we know little about.
However, it becomes tedious just
answering the superficial questions
and seldom getting down to being
a person.
"The College of Wooster is committed to the belief that beyond
the classroom, concern goes hand
in hand with excellence in the
classroom." It is time to strip away
the facade of concern and begin
anew. One usually looks for actions to back up words. We have
heard your words, and now we
want to see the action which you
profess to take. Are you able to?

STUDENT DIES AFTER WEEKEND GAME
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Rick

Mueller

inations since "there is no correla
tion between these examinations
and the sports accidents we have
had this fall." Included in this
statement was a reference to fresh
man Carl Dale who died from heat
exhaustion at a soccer game
against Malone at Canton October
4.

re-examin- ed

Dean of Admissions By Morris
stated that Rick's death should not
affect athletic recruiting because,
he thought, there was no proven
connection between the injury and
the illness.
Funeral services were held Wed- nesday morning in Euclid, Rick's
home town. He is survived by his
parents and by two younger sisters.
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Wooster Mourns

Black Equals White
When black students in our own midst inform us that the prejudices of white bigots are not, in the end, very different from our
It seems to us that the examinaown, it is time for
student body
tion might expose an unsophisticated suburban-rootewhich looks at the black man with a kind of fascination not unlike
the tense thrill that overtakes a child when it pets an animal for the
first time.
It seems to us, consequently, that an admissions office which
seeks now. more than ever before, to recruit more black students
might also find it in character to start looking for other kinds of
white students. These would be white students, for example, who
know the cities and have much in common with black students environmentally. Either we try that or our suburbanite element must
educate itself so it can see racial differences for what they are.
It also appears to be obligatory on our part to see how closely
this institution has adhered to its commitments to racial equality
and black higher education in the Trustees' statement of June, 1966,
to the Synod of Ohio Commission on Religion and Race. This commitment, forgotten by many of us in over a year's time, has to be
kept if this institution has any candor.
If we are falling short in the fulfillment of these responsibilities,
let us catch ourselves. The black student has has entirely too much
to contribute, socially and intellectually, to receive the neglect or air
of condescension of both the community and institution. Obviously,
the college must accept the role of the black student as perfectly tantamount to that of the white student. Otherwise, the black student
can never be expected to accept the college.
self-examinatio-

Tomorrow, Veteran's Day, the
will observe a day of
mourning for all those who have
suffered and died in Vietnam.
Armbands will be made available Friday and Saturday at various locations on campus.
A full statement of the SGA
proposal is as follows:

College

n.

d

Sports Review Needed
The death last Monday morning of another varsity athlete raises
a number of serious questions concerning not only medical standards, but the amount of emphasis which a college such as Wooster
athletics. These questions include:
should place on
Should Wooster continue its emphasis on varsity athletics as
it now stands.
athletics
Is the investment of time and finances into
worthwhile in an academic community.
Does participating in varsity athletics detract appreciably from
other academic pursuits.
These and other overall policy questions should be confronted
head-othis year by all elements of the community students, faculty,
administration and Trustees. This issue can no longer be avoided.
inter-collegia-

te

inter-collegia-

te

.

SERIES will present Nikhil Banerjee,
in a concert next Wednesday
brilliant
sitarist,
young
India's
in the Chapel at 8:15 p.m. Appearing with him is Kanai
Dutta, recognized as one of India's finest tabla accompanists
and soloists. Their program will Include sitar solos, a tabla
solo, and sitar, tabla and tamboura ensembles. Tickets are
now on sale at the Book Store and at Merz Hall.

THE STUDENT CONCERT

either death.
e
medical approval suggestion in the
We offer this
hopes of safeguarding against unreported illnesses and those cases
which could conceivably be prevented prior to game time.
athletics at Wooster
Until the larger question of
for those who do
small
to
price
is
pay
a
is resolved, this suggestion
wish to see varsity sports continue.
game-by-gam-

inter-collegiat- e

THE GROG & TANKARD

If we look at the broad
range of changes undergone in
popular music since 1950, we
notice one major turn of
events. Whereas in the early '50s
we had Negroes consciously apeing
white singers, now we have whites

turning the tables and doing the
black thing. White bands now are
beginning to realize that Negro
music has always had something.
It is a compliment to today's pop
bands to tell them they have the
"black sound."
This interest in Negro music,
especially the blues and related
originated in the folk
revival of the late '50's and the
folk boom of the early '60s. Out of
the more recent folk boom we see
emerging the first wave of white
blues singers. They tend to keep
it pure and simple since they come
from the folk bag. Don't have too
much traffic with rhythm and blues
just stick to the country stuff.
blues-ballad-

s,

6

In

a quiet and dignified

man-

ner let us testify to the tragedy of this
war. We speak not in radical dissent,

but as young people expressing a responsible and deeply felt concern. While we
pursue the normal business of that day,
let us also moum.

Faculty Rating Called
To the Editor:
of the
This year over
faculty is being reviewed for contract renewal by the Teaching
Staff and Tenure Committee. The
members of this committee are Dr.
Moke, Dr. Carruth, Dr. Logan, Dr.
Ellsworth, and the Acting Dean of
Academic Affairs, F. W. Cropp.
Presently, there is a notable lack
of student opinion available to the
Teaching Staff and Tenure Committee. Yet students are in one of
the best positions to judge a teach-

On a sDecific level, since Wooster is in the Ohio Athletic Con
fprpnr.fi now. and because of the deaths this vear, immediate action
is needed.
As it stands now. varsitv athletes are given a thorough physical
prior to the start of the season. The only physical check which athletes receive during the course of the season is on their own initiative
during the week or when injured in a game.
We urge the OAC and Wooster to consider the following that
all varsity athletes be approved for game play individually by a
physician within 48 hours prior to game time.
For the health of students who are varsity athletes, and for the
possible prevention of incidents such as we have seen this year, this
safeguard is necessary. In addition the Wooster team physician feels
that players are often hesitant to report illnesses or minor injuries
to a doctor during the week for fear that they will not be permitted
to play, and also because of possible accusations of cowardice.
This is not to say that the two incidents this year could have
been prevented had the above suggestion taken place. From all data
on these two cases, it is evident that nothing could have prevented

Blued,

nationality.

LoHors To Tbb ddifor

n
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As wt approach this Veteran's Day,
November 1 1 th, our thoughts again turn
in commemoration
of those who have
fought in our nation's wars. Especially
this year our thoughts turn to Vietnam.
As young people concerned that our nation be reminded of the horror of the war
on both sides, we would hope that each
student at the College of Wooster would
join us in wearing a black armband to
mourn ALL the victims of the conflict in
Vietnam regardless of their ideology or

comments:
of interior decoration as some- A few individuals have opined hing other than some belated
hat there has been too little cam beautification project which will, if
pus participation in the planning necessary, cover up the ineptness
of the union. Dr. Baird states that of the structure itself. While furhe "entire ' college family" was nishings must necessarily come
involved. My own feeling is that last, the over-al- l
feeling of the inoo many amateurs were involved, terior should evolve out of the
and too few professionals.
architect's use of materials and,
While I can appreciate the time like the exterior, should grow out
and energy devoted to the union of the design itself. If the building
by those who did participate, I itself is a work of art, it should
don't think the committee, what require very little dressing up by
ever its size, should have spent two an interior decorator.
I think I could summarize all
entire years on detailed planning
efore calling in an architect. A this by suggesting that in future
er's effectiveness.
If a student wishes to express competent architect, through his building projects we give the archihis feelings concerning any faculty participation as a professional, tect more responsibility for deterwhat
needed
more
and
the
is
member not on tenure, he should contributes to and profits from
fulfilling
freedom
in
that need. If
Most
discussions.
architects
earliest
write a letter immediately to F. W.
requires
this
breed of
better
a
will
other
work
way.
no
Cropp, chairman of the Teaching
architects
than
we have had so far,
By the same token I am skep
Staff and Tenure Committee. It is
important to include some indica tical of any attempt by an architect so be it.
George Olson
tion of the student's relationship andor a committee to "put a skin
Department of Art
around" an interior which has
to the professor.
Additional criteria to consider been evolving as a separate entity
FRESHMEN SEPTEMBER 1967
are: (1) effectiveness of teaching for two and a half years. The ex CHURCH INVOLVEMENT EXPECTATION
ability in terms of presentation, terior of any successful building Students choosing church attendance
Men Women
an organic result of the plan
material, and depth, (2) the
1 87
182
only
as
their
option
amount of interest the teacher itself and develops simultaneously Students choosing church attendance
arouses concerning his subject, and with it.
and expressing an interest in
11
27
(3) the teacher's contact' with the
one other option
This brings us to the choice of
Students
choosing
church
attendance
campus at large.
an architect (assuming the com
and expressing an interest in
Bill Layman
mittee had a say in this matter).
o
more than one other option 4
Chm., SGA Educational
Hereafter we might do well to hire
202
218
Affairs Committee
architects who have the courage Total choosing church attendance 420
choosing one option but
and imagination to superimpose Students
14
not church attendance
15
Too Few Pros
their own arbitrary plan" where Those choosing single options:
To the Editor:
2
necessary instead of always doing Tutoring at Boys' Village
9
CCA
work
Creek
Apple
at
Dr. Baird's explanation in last graciously what we ask them. This
3
State Hospital
2
week's VOICE of the planning of is what architects are trained to Ida Sue School
4
the new Union Building might help do and this is what they are paid Westminster Church Weekly
nrr
i
t
i
i
1
3
Discussions
us to avoid some of the same mis lor. wooster nas nad too many
Religion
course
above
the
who
to
architects
the
campus
come
takes in the future. In the hope of
2
required course
contributing something construe and take our orders like solicitous Scot Dialogue
1
tive, I would venture the following head waiters and then feed it all "Other" special programs
2
back to us over their own signa
Total
14
15
tures. I am convinced that in some Students choosing more than one
opition but not church
cases we have not wanted archi
2
7
attendance
tects at all, but simply obedient Total choosing an option other than
church attendance
draftsmen who will take over our
38
4
own "plans" and tidy them up a Unuseable forms
one-thir- d

"

Ma Blued.

and the guts to perform it
gainst weighty criticism. As John
ammond, Jr. said, If white men
don't do the blues in the future,
nobody will." Most of the old guys
are dying and the young Negroes
are disinterested. It's too much a
part of a life they'd rather avoid.
I love the blues too much to let it
die." If Hammond's music does not
carry on the blues tradition, it at
least gives people an inkling of the
power the blues once had and
refers them to the old artists. It
also offers the hope that a white
blurs singer of sensitiveness and
understanding is a possibility and
may some day emerge.
In more recent years the other
side of the blues spectrum has been
exploited by whites R&B or city
blues. Here we have the formation
of a second wave of white blues.
The interest in this music also
slowness."
The main thing, then, that is to grew out of the folk boom. Many
be said for these white bluesmen is ot today s white electric groups
that they had love and guts love
(Continued on Page 6)

Even when they do happen to cop
a city blues or a rock song they
make it sound country.
These cats have to be some of
the most dedicated folk singers
ever because they went right ahead
and tried the blues even though
everybody said it was untouchable.
"No white man can do justice to
it . . . it's purely Negro music and
cannot be separated from its cultural and environmental trappings." Such was the word. But
these kids knew all the drawbacks
better than anybody. John Koerner
said, "If you think I'm playing the
blues like the old guys, you're nuts.
Something else made their music."
Geoff Muldaur refused to admit
that he even sang the blues. "Just
songs I like," he professed. Dave
Ray felt bedeviled by the fact that
he could never "quite get Lead's

j

f music

bit.

Finally, I wish we could think

Total responding
Total freshmen enrolled
Unaccounted for

462
484
22
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Moody Confronts Community
With Greenwich Villaae Ideas
r

.

i

y

y.

uncui iuuiui. oiuiuay eve
ning at 8:15 in the Library Lecture
Room, he will engage in a dialogue
with Burton Cooper and Bobbie
Celeste on the "Student Generation
1967." Moody's topic will be
"Drugs and the Search for God."
Monday will find Moody speaking
about being "Impaled on Impossible Polarities."
A "mixed bag" is the only way
to describe the events that face
Howard Moody every day in his
work at Judson Memorial Church.
Drop-outartists, intellectuals,
students, Old Guard residents,
s
who can t han
suburban life any longer, and a
host of others move in and around
his church in Greenwich Village.
Moody came to Judson Memor
ial in 1956 after serving students
at Ohio State University. Prior
to coming to OSU he did under
graduate and graduate work at the
University of California, Santa
Barbara, and Yale Divinity School,
graduating from Yale in 1951.
Judson Church has been the sub
ject of magazine articles and na
tional television coverage. The Judson Poet's Theater received five
Obies
Awards) in
the 1963-6season and the Dance
Theater has won acclaim as an
outstanding avant-gard- e
dance
group in the city. At present the
church is deeply involved with the
wi i.uc

'Ring' Gains Audience, Loses Anouilh
The Little Theatre's production of Jean Anouilh's Ring Round the Moon is pure
theatre: a masquerade staged by characters playing at life. For after all, Anouilh suggests, life is a game, and the only thing we can do is play it, especially if we are rich.
And so, the
farce (in the traditional structure of the 19th century melodrama)
unwinds ine uuenv lmprooaDie
n : : : . .
light-hearte- d

i

complications of fantastic action
until the playwright pulls the
strings of his puppets to arrange
a cheerful denouement. The uniformly balanced cast does indeed
give us an evening of laughter and
tears in a fantasy world.
Ross Morgan, in the dual roles
of Hugo and Frederic, has the demanding task of keeping the twins
clearly distinct, which he does with
a polished performance of the
cynical Hugo and with an economically characterized Frederic.
We have no doubt, for instance,
e
that it is Frederic to whom
gives her denunciation speech
even though Mr. Morgan is silent,
with his back to the audience.
Marjorie Ralston, as Isabelle
(rightfully the only "real" person
in the play) captures precisely the
typical Anouilh ingenue: pure,
beautiful, and completely alone in
her white dress. (Some of the best
acting of the evening comes from
here eyes!)
Especially fine supporting performances come from two freshmen: Trina Zelle as Madame
and Gregory Hill as Patrice. Rosemary Bauer is surely the
zaniest stage mistress ever.
The production seriously goes
astray only because Anouilh has
been so Americanized. To concentrate so heavily on the farcicial is
to cheat us of the somber bitterness
that is surely there. The first act
establishes such a solid focus on
the broad comedy that the actors
have some difficulty in handling
the serious moments with much
force. The many imaginative gimmicks, the horseplay, and the
necessary fast pace thrust the
comedy at us with such a hard
hand that the delicate qualities of
the divertissement have to suffer.
Isa-bell-

Des-morte-

CTii "vt!7

s,

-

,

Since this play clearly belongs to
what Anouilh calls his Pieces
roses, it should retain as much as
possible the rose color if even a
shocking pink. Here, so much red
neon denies too often the subtle,
the pathetic, the fragile the abundant richness of Anouilh's complex
aesthetic vision.

It's not just that the actors
shout at us too often; but rather,
they sacrifice a crisp, lucid style
for mere burlesque. It might be a
better production if it weren't so
obviously successful. Would it be
too much to ask that educational
theatre occasionally
(especially
with such potential talent, intelligent director, and masterful script)
try for a failure? Had the produc- -

uon oeen aesignea to recreate as
closely as possible the spirit and
elan of the playwright's original
intention (instead of a popularized,
commercial success), then the underlying mood of futility and frustration would not have been lost.

What is most important, of
course, is that we did have the
opportunity to see a production
of a masterpiece seldom produced;
the fun of the farce, the imaginative setting, the competent acting-- all
make for a necessary theatre
experience.
Jim Reynolds
Dept. of English
Ashland College
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Howard Moody
Conference on Drug Addition in
1962 and has been very concerned

ay

Calcei, Plusquellec Assist Admissions Staff
In Recruiting
Freshman Class

co-chairm-

an,

parent

next
roll in. Responsibility for projecting the image of Wooster
iu ingH oiiuui acmuia aim iuuu wmg uuuugii uy seiecung me Desi possiDie class is now in
me nanas oi mr. oyron morns

and his two assistants, Mr. Cino science, received his Bachelor of education, having formerly coachCalcei and Rev. Kenneth Plus- Divinity Degree from McCormick ed football and wrestling and serTheological Seminary in 1960.
ved as Athletic Director of Archquellec.
As an admissions officer, he bishop Hoban High School in AkMr. Morris, the new Director of
ron. Mr. Calcei is a 1961 graduate
Admissions, assisted Dr. Cope un- hopes to help find "the type of
of the University of Akron and has
til this summer. Faced with the people who will give something to
done
graduate work at Akron and
crisis of private colleges all over Wooster and not just apathetically
Miami Universities.
the country in recruiting enough take what's given to them."
Mr. Calcei is looking for the
qualified students, he and his asMr. Gino Calcei is now returnsistants are attempting to present ing from industry to the field of components of a
freshman class, and he asserts that
with the
a Wooster consistent
"to get a good class you have to
facts and realistic in terms of stuhave athletes as well as other
dent needs and appeal.
types." With his background, one
Rev. Plusquellec, a 1957 honor
of his responsibilities will be in
graduate of Wooster in political
working with the Wooster coaches
to get what he terms "the best
Last Friday afternoon Dr. athletes with good academic recHans Jenny introduced Dr. ords." Mr. Calcei is firm on the
Michael Tikson of the Batelle point that no one can enter on the
prowess
Institute in Columbus to a basis of
scholastic
without
accompanying
group of interester faculty, stuability.
dents and staff members. Dr. TikPrescription Service
son was on hand to explain the
The recruiting program outlined
tie-iof the College, with by Mr. Morris will involve two
proposed
other area schools, to Batelle's men on the road and one to "hold
Control Data Corporation 6400 the fort." With the enlarged staff,
computer system. Interested col- he hopes to ge to more high schools
leges hope to study the potential and talk to more prospective stuwhich the computer has in the dents.
college situation. Dr. Jenny described the proposal as an "admin"We will do all we can to conistrative experiment."
tinue to increase the number of
In an attempt to achieve "the Negroes on campus next year,"
most sophosticated system we can Morris said.
well-rounde-

d

Jenny Introduces
Batelle Computer

To)

ar

0

.

FOR ALL YOUR
DRUG STORE
NEEDS

afford," the College is considering
use of the Batelle high speed comg
puter system on a
instibasis. Batelle is a
tution which gets contracts from
business and government. The Institute's own use of the CDC 6400
accounts for approximately 10 per
cent of the computer's time. The
remaining 90 percent is available
to government and private contractors, such as affiliated colleges
presently making negotiations.
time-sharin-
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(

with drugs and the more humane
treatment of those who use them.
When the action gets slow in
the Village, Mr. Moody finds time
to be involved with the Village
Independent Democrats, an insurgent Democratic organization,
to serve with the N. Y. Civil Liber,
ties Union, to be chairman of the
Dept. of Social Relations of the
Protestant Councils of the City of
New York and N. Y. Council on
Narcotic Addition, and, also, to be
Well-Rounded
Democrats for Lindsay. Moreover, Moody is on the
With the promotion of Dr. Robert Cope to the position of Director of Institutional Faculty of the New School for SoResearch, the Admissions Office is in a state of flux, the results of which will not be ap- cial Research and is the author of
The Fourth Man.
until
year's frosh

5-1-

COSMETICS

teenagers and college
students who came flocking to the
Village unable "to cut the suburban wasteland scene any longer."
Moody served on the White House
middle-clas- s

teeny-booper-

extra-curricul-

Prompt, Accurate

u

.

Howard Moody, the second CCA lecturer in Contem-porarTheology, will be on campus this Sunday and Mon-daPresenting a "mixed bag" of his background experiences,
Moody will speak Sunday morning in Chapel on "The Signs

GREETING CARDS

WSSBK&

SftOEM

EAST LIBERTY
(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)
Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days a Week

non-prof-

it

Letters have already gone out
to over 300 blacks throughout the
country who have achieved high
scores in the National Achievement
Scholarship Program, encouraging
them to investigate the possibilities
of attending school here. In addition, Morris hopes a concerted
effort will be made to attract Negroes from urban high schools all
over the country by sending representatives of his office to these
schools.

S6A Reports
by Lee Parks
Chairman,

Social Committee

of the Union Board

The Social Committee is developing a program called Faculty
Fireside, which would be informal
meetings of five to eight students
in faculty homes.
The philosophy behind this program is to widen the
relations between faculty and students. Many students on campus
don't have the opportunity to talk
with faculty in their homes outside of freshman activities and
major fields and there seems to be
a need and interest in such an
idea. There will be no prescribed
subject to discuss and since the
group is small, conversation will be
more relaxed and informal.
Over 70 faculty members and
administrators have responded to
mm
t
i
a 1..
letter that introducedi the idea
to them. They have been very enthusiastic and most of them have
selected times this semester to have
meeting in their homes.
Starting next week, there will be
more miormation on the center
display table in the Lib. In addi
lists
tion, there will be sign-uof those facultv which have al
ready designated a date and time.
Most of the times are on Friday
and Saturday nights and Sunday
afternoons and nights and will
generally last from one to two
hours. With this strong faculty support, the program now needs equal
student support.
The ultimate plan, in the next
few years, is to carry this Faculty
Fireside idea over to the new Union, which, because of its additional facilities, will be the meeting
place of stronger faculty-studen- t
relations.
out-of-cla-

p
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Voice Sports
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Girls Cop Buckeye,

Eight Rank

ii

The Sideline

.;

'

The Buckeye Association
named 8 of the 11 girls on the
Wooster Girls' Field Hockey

:
.

or should have been.

team to positions on their

as well be. Two Wooster athletes have died this fall, and for that reason I don't think anyone
It'$ no! over yet, but it might

y.

yy.v.

-.

v

....

--y.-

honorary teams. Selections were
made on the basis of play in the
three games held here last

will forget the Autumn of 1967, especially the coaches and play-e- rs
of the athletic squads, especially the parents
of Carl Dale and kick Mueller.
Rick Mueller, starting defensive halfback, re-- a
hroken lesr in the second quarter of the
1 Pnnitfll came last Saturdav.
He died of complica- k tions, pneumonia and acute toxemia Monday morn- -y
ing. The football squad attended me lunenu
and will wear black armbands tomorrow,
against Oberlin, in honor of their teammate and
hMiiirnmiiit
friend.

All Stars

J

iv

J

.ffL.

i

weu-nesda-

Phil

Not that it matters, but with the loss in the Capital game,
our title hopes went down the drain. Ohio Wesleyan slaughtered
Oberlin, 55-- 0, last weekend and will probably be the conference

champions.

Scots didn't play their best, ball
last Saturday. The offense just couldn't seem to click against the strong

It was generally agreed that the

Three Scot senior toemen will play in their final game tomorrow. Left to right are: Bob Levering, right inside, Dave Hicks,

captain and right wing, and Dick Kerr, right halfback.

Crusader defensive unit.

a
against
year
clean sweep in all sports events like we did last
This is Parents' Day Weekend and our chances of having

lt

hriaht oaainst Oberlin. The Oberlin football team
utmm r.ra
is weak, having won only one game this season. The
and soccer teams, however, are perennial cnampionsmp ton
tenders.
cross-count-

ry

The Yeomen booters are especially strong this year, paced
Alteri. Thev lost to Akron,
forward Jeff
,
lupu uw....0 uj
J
in overtime periods last Saturday, and the game tomorrow should
be a good one, if the various and sundry key wounded Scots return

3--

ar

by Linda Cansler

by Phil Graham
This is the year that was

All-St-

2,

to full effectiveness.
The Obie harriers are always strong, and similar to Homeline, hopefully near
coming, the meet will end on on the 50-yard

halftime.

Booters' Luck Turns,
Match Bishops,

Marty Robert,sonJXibbie Mar
shall and Paige Russell were chosen for the first team. Named to
the second team were Jane Jacobs,
Joan Hayden and Sue Logan. Sally
Neely and Lee Eberhardt received
Honorable Mention.
Showing, in the words of Coach
Virginia Hunt, "the best hockey
we've played all year," the girls
won two of their games and tied
the third. Ohio University fought
the Scots to a scoreless tie. "We
played well," summarized Miss
Hunt, "but they had a very good
defense."

Wooster won both the Ohio State
and Ohio Wesleyan games by
In each of these, Lib- scores of 2-The Woo booters ran into bad weather and bad luck bie Marshall was responsible for
when they traveled to Ohio Wesleyan last Saturday. On a both scores. The girls were especi
soggy and slippery field they could only salvage a 1 tie out ally pleased with the Ohio Wesleyan victory as they had previously
overtime periods.
of four quarters and two
tied that team 0-The Bishops struck quickly at
0
t
C.
Ifill
ft
These were the final games of
1 :41 of the first period when goalie reierees. 3tu Miner, Lrave hicks
Chuck Noth all had shots the
and
season for the girls, who leave
Ted Caldwell came out of the
which just missed being tallies, behind them a commendable
goal to tackle the ball and a Westhe upright or soaring record. Two of the 3 losses were
leyan man chipped it over his hitting
inches over the crossbar.to the same school, Earlham.
sliding body for the score.
missed
Mo
penalty
kick
Rajabi
a
the
evened
Scots
at
The
it up
This weekend is the sectional
very beginning of the second quar- in the third period and Stu Miller
e
shot with only the tournament m Ann Arbor, in
ter on a similar situation. Stu Mil- a
which the girls named to the first
ler intercepted a back pass from goalie guarding with 30 seconds
and second teams will compete.
a Wesleyan halfback to his goalie left in the second overtime period,
and pushed it past the startled to round out the Scots' hard-lucBishop goalkeeper for the Woo day.
Tomorrow the Woostermen face
tally.
That was the extent of the scor- - an Oberlin squad which is in sec
.
.t
t r
ing and irom mere on m it was ond place in the OCSA and the fol
a game of bad luck and good de- - lowing weekend travel to the Mid
ensive play. Each team held the east Regional Tournament of the
other to only 25 shots on goal with NCAA college division at Wheaton,
Ted Caldwell making 11 saves and Illinois. Defending champ Whea
the Wesleyan goalie 9.
ton will be the host with Kenyon
Bad luck consisted of missed and Lake Forest the other partici
scoring opportunities and poor pating schools.
1-

-1

0.

1--

five-minu-

te

0.

v- -

7-3-

Bring your parents and support your teams tomorrow: Soccer
at 11 a.m. behind the Inn, and lootball at z p.m. in me siaaium.

Distinctive Dining

Priiehord

Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.

Jewelers

Sundays 11:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays

invites you to do

at 3:30 p.m.
Your Christmas Shopping
while stocks are complete and

TRY OUR TENDER
PRESSURE-COOKE-

before the last minute rush,
and

CHICKEN!
IN

Any Scot May Charge It

3

D

CARRY-OU- T

-

one-on-on-

k

SERVICE

Off Liberty St. (Rear)
145Va E. Liberty St.

Across from Newberrys

Helen Jeffrey, Owner

&

would shake his head and say:
will sell him."
"Willie is no good:

Everyone needs a helping
hand now and then to get over
life's little barriers. If you need
money for medical expenses,
a new appliance, or just to
pay bills, come in for a Per
sonal Loan. You'll get your
money fast and friendly and
at low bank rates.

is

B.

Leacock

Operator

On vacation and

business trips carry
AMERICAN EXPRESS
TRAVELERS CHEQUES

Opposite the Fairgrounds.
'i

Groovy Sweeteen Shop
FREE

fi

'MJ

Prompt refund If lost or stolen.
Spendable everywhere.
Cost-o- nly
penny dollar.

124 E. Market St., Orrville

Impala acket. Value $32.50.

Did you miss your chance to win this $32.50 Prize?
The next drawing is Nov. 18, deposit your stub
in the barrel. Don't miss these opportunities to
FREE

Personal Loan

Stephen

RUTH DATTENDURG

win these

MORE

I

Congratulations to our 4th Winner:

WESTERN

'

The parent who could see his boy as he
really

College Campus Sweepstakes
15 Prizes Worth Over $400.00

GREAT

..'

see us about a

NICK AMSTER'S
Weather Vane - Forecast

Stop in at your convenience and select your

"1
SIR THOMAS

STARK'S
145 E. Liberty St., Wooster

1

1

their own young the fairest.

Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
All You Can Eat
5 to 7 p.m.
for Reservations
Ph. 262-780- 6

Restaurant

M

So both the Raven and the Ape think

Catering to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals

Diamond Merchants

-2

prizes.

Make the Scene for the "IN" LOOK

The Vayne County

Western, Mod, Ship to Shore, Hipster, Military, Mini,
The Total Look, Swinging Clothes for the Individual Look

National Band

TIT""- -

Club Plan

Lay Away

Wooster, Ohio
MEMBER FDIC
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OHIO CONFERENCE

CURRENT

Team
Ohio
. Ohio Wesleyan
2. Muskingum
3. WOOSTER
1

4. Wittenberg
5. Marietta
6. Capital
7. Denison
8. Heidelberg
9. Mount Union

Conference
4
0
0
5
1
4
0
1
3
0
3

1

4

2
2

13

2
0
0

3

4
2
5
4

1

ce

2
1

5

4

0
0
0

0

7

0

5

2
3

4
3

0

Scouting
1

10
10

2
3
2
2

1

14

0

STANDINGS

Overall
6
0
6
5
3
6
4
4
3

10

3
2
2

10.
11. Hiram
1 2.
Otterbein
Oberlin
14. Kenyon
Baldwin-Walla-

FOOTBALL

Pago Five

5

6

16

by Josh Stroup

1

To dwell on last week's tragic
loss of Rick Mueller would be
meaningful for no one. To simply
accept his death and be aware of

0
0
)
1

his family at this trying time is
about all that most of us can do.

1

Twelve senior gridders will dress for their final collegiate
game tomorrow. Here pictured from left to right are: (bottom
row) Sandy Hyde, Wayne Butler, Mike Gordon, Randy Snow,
and Steve Mauk. (Top row) Craig Jensen, John Bailey, John
Sheppard, Webster White, John Murphy, Jim Mayer and
Jeff Nye.

0
0
0
0

League Season Completed

Pinpoint accuracy has long elud-

End TMta Journey

As. Gap Storms .Defense
I

V

Ohio Conference championship hopes faded for the
Fighting Scots last Saturday as they suffered a 17-- defeat
to the Crusaders of Capital University. The Crusaders
stormed through the Woo defenses for two second quarter

Keyet

Offense
Wilson

WOOSTER'S
CONFERENCE

0

ALL-OH-

Bailey

IO

NOMINEES

touchdowns to hand Wooster its
third defeat in eight games and
first against Ohio Conference competition.
Steve Campbell, the Crusader
quarterback led the Capital attack,
carrying the pigskin 18 times for
89 yards and completing four of
nine passes for an additional 43
yards. Keith Piper penetrated the
Scot lines for 64 yards in 23 car-

Defense

I
Nye

Jensen
D. White

Smith

ries.
Scots Stopped

Overlanders' Depth Surprises
Hiram, Top OAC Contenders
by Mark Zahnizer

After kicking out for fourth and

five other squads while conceding third place by only nine
place in the OC champs, the points to Ohio Wesleyan. Mount
Scot harriers trampled Hiram Union was first while Baldwin-Wallac- e
ran a close second.
in dual competition last Tues-

Woo Depth Shows
Going into its last race,
day
4-dual
the Woostermen carry a
Mount's Milt Gess strided to
meet record against Oberlin to- victory in 20:49 followed by
Tom Mott. The first of the Black
morrow.
and Gold stream was Paul ReinOrr Streaks
hardt, who fiinished 15th. ReTuesday at Hiram, Charley Orr lying on depth instead of individstreaked to the finish line in 22:01 ual standouts, Mikkelsen, Orr,
and a second place, leading his Stoehr and Day took positions
teammates who were fired up in 17, 28, 30 and 31 respectively, to
spite of the 29 degree temperature give Wooster its score of 121.
and snow flurries, in trouncing the
Bean Pleased
Terriers. The Scot depth made itCoach Jim Bean is very pleased
self clear as Ed Mikkelsen, Doug
his team's progress and is
with
Stoehr and Paul Reinhardt followed, placing 3rd, 4th and 5th, while looking forward to winding up a
Ray Day, Ron Hine, Gil Cargill, successful season with a victory
Hugh Ruffing, Mark Zahniser and over Oberlin tomorrow.
Tad Messenger took positions
23-3- 7.

1

B-W-

's

Randy Snow and Tom Board-masplit the quarterbacking
chores for Wooster, but neither
was able to get the balky Wooster
offense in motion.
The Scots'
deepest push into Capital territory
came late in the first quarter after
a blocked punt gave the Scots the
ball on the Capital 31. The Crusader defense stopped Wooster short
at the 24 yard line where Oscar
Alonzo's field goal attempt fell far
short of the mark.
Capital Scores
Capital's initial score came after
a sustained march with Campbell
moving the Purple and White 80
yards in 13 plays. He went to the
air only twice in the series, passing
to Van Order once for 14 yards and
finally to halfback Piper five yards
for the score.
What seemed to be a sure interception for a touchback in the Cap- -

ital end zone became the second
Crusader score. An official ruled
that Wooster defender John Mur
phy lost the ball to Crusader Tom
Sammons in a scuffle after the ball
was caught. The Scots protested
that Murphy had been tackled and
retained possession, but the score
was recorded and Capital kicker
Philhower booted his second extra
point of the afternoon to give the
Crusaders a commanding 14-- 0
lead.

n

The only other score of the
afternoon was a
field goal
by Philhower in the third quarter.
21-yar-

ORRvim ,ohio. flaSfto 1

d

Alonzo, "Bright Spot"
Wooster's offense never really
got started, managing only four
first downs to Capital's 14. The
loss of two fumbles and a number
of penalties hurt the Scot momentum at several critical points.

Oberlin boasts little more than
the highest mean IQ of any team
in the Ohio Conference. Their record is an undeceptive
overall
and
in the OAC. Last week the
Bishops from OWU smote the Yeomen by an embarrassing 55-score. Three weeks earlier, however, Oberlin won its only game in
close-shav- e
14-1- 3
a hard-fougagainst those indomitable terrors
of the gridiron
the Kenyon
Lords.
1-- 6

1--

0

ht

The Yeomen arsenal stops with
the passing-receivincombo of
quarterback Dan Duffey and end
Cris Smith, both top performers,
according to the Conference offensive statistics. Duffey is third
in total offense, 5th in passing.
Smith has pulled in 45 passes for
830 yards, good enough to make
him third in scoring and tops in
pass receiving.
But hold thy tongue, knave. The
Scots came away from Oberlin
last year disappointed by a 14-1Yoemen win and it was a game
Wooster was looking forward to
winning. To make this a good
solid victory the Scots are going
to have to shake themselves out of
"it" and forget about last week's
football loss. Not to bounce back
now would be a disappointing
finish to an otherwise exciting seag

3

COCCIA HOUSE

Brown Jewelers

PIZZA

Diamonds

Spaghetti

Jewelry Engraving

WOOSTER, OHIO

and Jack's

STEAKS

359

TO EAT

lounge

SEA FOOD
CHOPS
COCKTAILS
W. liberty St.

NOW THRU TUESDAY

Phone

262-71- 36

115 West Liberty Street

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

SIDNEY

many conference powers by outrunning Oberlin, Denison, Hiram

Tom

.

2.

Last Saturday while hosting the
OAC meet, the Scots surprised

A GOOD PLACE

Ravioli

764 Pittsburgh Avenue

.

8-1-

4

bright spot for the Scots was
Oscar Alonzo's outstanding contribution in the punting department He kicked eight times for a
40.3 yard average to retain second
place in Ohio Conference statistics. son.
A

Watches
r

ed daydrearaers in the back room
up until this week. Tomorrow it
will all be different. Not only will
Wooster beat Oberlin College in
the Parents' Day clash, but they
will do it by exactly 23 points. By
the way, tomorrow ends not only
the 1967 grid season, but the short-

lived and nevertheless inglorious
career of the backroom boys. Courage has skillfully eluded the boys
as well as accuracy.

by Jon Thomas
if

Oberlin

. . .

0

POITIER
in JAMES

CLAVELL'S

PRODUCTION

Closed Tuesdays

Wooster, Ohio
Phone
Convenient

262-678-

Open 'til

1

Open 'til 2 a.m.

FOR DRUGS

"Closest to the Campus"

Wooster, Ohio
GOOD LUCK, SCOTSI

TECHNICOLOR
FEATURE

COME IN AND BUY YOUR

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Now at SALE PRICES
Sale Starts THURSDAY, NOV. 9
Ends: SATURDAY, NOV. 18

a.m. Week Days

Plan

Lay-Aw- ay

OF

ram

1

Friday and Saturday

Alterations:
Hems Especially

Call

Sundays
CARRY-OU- T

264-11- 88

PIZZA ONLY

SCHEDULE

Week Nites: 7:15 and 9:25
Sunday: 2:20, 4:35, 7:00 and 9:15

GET YOUR PARENTS' WEEKEND
STARTS WEDNESDAY
First Time at Popular Prices

"THE SOUND OF MUSIC"
Adults $1.50

Children 75c

ARE TWO WAYS OF DISLIKING POETRY
ONE WAY IS TO
DISLIKE IT.
THE OTHER
IS TO READ POPE.
THERE

Oscar Wilde

Mum
at

feen Thumb
We Grow Our Own
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Page Six

liamson, Howlin Wolf and the Waters, especially when they never
did get the blues right.
other blues greats of Chicago.

MORE ON

White Olucs

Unfortunately, these groups were
not able to give the blues the intensity and variety that always
animated the earlier Negro music
They were forced to move into
other forms of music to escape the
deadlock of having all their songs
sound the same. As Pete Seeger
once said "the blues can only be
played three ways: slow, fast and
in different keys." It takes a certain sort of genius to keep a standardized form of music varied and
dynamic. This kind of creativity
bands
is lacking in pseudo-blue- s
like the Blues Project. Their Projections album is a dismal failure.
It sacrifices power for volume and
soul for frenzy.

(Continued from Page 2)

began as folk groups. They gained
their basic understanding and appreciation of the music during the
folk boom and then amplified it so
more ears could pick up the vibrations.
After the influence of the Beatles
and the succesive English groups
was evaluated, Americans (about
time!) began to realize that R&B
(R&R if you will) was a viable
form of music and elastic enough
to absorb all sorts of influences.
For the first time it was treated as
an art form and even developed
its own set of critics. Rock-blue- s
bands suddenly seemed to spring
up everywhere. Influenced by the
Stones and the Animals, aggrega
tions like the Butterfield Blues
Band and the Lovin' Spoonful
began to play the strange blend of
city and country music that char
acterized the styles of Muddy Wa
ters, Little Walter, Sonny Boy Wil

Finally the "blues bands" began
to disappear and a good thing
too. It was a bit pretentious of
them to call themselves "blues
bands" when in the last analysis
they were hardly apprentices to the
music. I always find it ironic that
they sold more records than Muddy

PARENTS' DAY

EVENTS

TONIGHT
Bonfire and Pep Rally

7:15
8:15

by Jean Anouilh, Scott Auditorium
SATURDAY

'

8:00-12:3-

0

Registration, Kauke 125

9:00-10:4-

5

Individual appointments with Faculty

9:30-10:- 20
45

11:00
1 1 :00
1 1:00
1:45

2:00
2:30
4:30
8:15
8:30

We can say something good
about these alleged blues bands,
though. They gave the major impetus to the groups that now
abound on the West Coast, lhese
newer groups have advanced one
more step toward creating more
honest music They don't claim to
be blues bands or anything of the
sort, though the blues does make
up a good part of their music.
They play the field, freely experi
menting with everything from
Raga to Bach. Their repertoire is
a vast panorama of world music.

Gstiipus News Ktets
VOICE is reducing the size of its Campus News Notes feature
to allow for more news coverage. We urge all campus organizations
to use rotpoum and the bcot Calendar in addition to VOICE.

An interesting thing is that the
female singer has gained prominence in this newer music. Grace
Slick of the Jefferson Airplane,
Janice Joplin of Big Brother and
the Holding Company and Cass
Elliot of the Mamas and Papas all
have shouting voices that reflect
something of Ma Rainey or Mem
phis Minnie. Maybe now we are
more quickly approaching a white
blues that is more exciting, boon
we may actually be able to seri
ously call it "white blues" instead
of a debased form of "blue eyed
soul."
not concentrating on the
blues, by writing much of their
own material, the modern groups
seem to be more successful in finding the blues. It is true, I guess,
that to get the blues "you got to
live 'em for yourself . . . can't get
By

Parents' Day Play: "Ring Round the Moon"

9:45-10:-

Friday, November 10, 1967

Open Classes
Wooster Chorus Open Rehearsal, Chapel
Soccer, Wooster vs. Oberlin, Soccer Field
Parents-Facult- y
Meeting, Chapel
Orientation Meeting for Prospective Students,
Scott Auditorium
Presentation of Varsity Parents, Stadium
Football, Wooster vs. Oberlin, Stadium.
Wooster Scot Band at halftime.
Cross Country, Wooster vs. Oberlin
Open House in Dormitories
Parents' Day Play.
All College Informal Dance and Entertainment, Gym.

'em from nobody else." The real
blues comes from the soul and as
such will never die. Its down-tearth philosophy and deceptively
complex rhythms will persist as
long as there are men to sing it.
o

Student Power will be the topic of
a conference sponsored by the National
Student Association at the University of
Minnesota next Friday through Sunday.
Here is an opportunity to find out what
has been done on other campuses with
regard to gaining student power in academic as well as
areas.
Applications must be sent in this weekend. Anyone interested in attending
should immediately contact Nancy Morris, NSA coordinator, ext. 368.
non-academ-

ic

Attention, students and faculty desiring information on trips abroad
study,
homestay, or offbeat; on jobs In Europe;
on student-faculttravel discounts European or in the USA; or student travel
insurance. If you are interested or desire
further information contact Elaine Andrews, NSA Educational Travel Incorporated
(ETI) representative. Wagner ext. 444.
y

Due to a typographical error,
VOICE of Oct. 27, it was stated that

eve-nin- g.

Wild

Life,"

a

well-know-

Mansfield

n

group. "The Outsiders" will begin around
11. Girls will have Penny night.

J. Barre Toelken, folklorist and
will perform Sunday at 3 p.m.

bal-ladee- r,

The University Christian Movement
will sponsor a conference on "InternationProfessor of Folklore, University of Oreal Economic Development"
in Baton gon, will devote most of the time to sing1968 ing ballads with his own guitar accomRouge, La., during April
(Easter Week). Room and board will cost paniment. However, he will also include
$50 and registration and activities will some discussion of American balladry.
constitute a fee of $18. The deadline for
Seniors interested in the Temple
registrations is Feb. 1. Those interested
should write Mrs. Betty University internships in teaching retarded
in registering
Pagett, Room 1302, 475 Riverside Drive, children, including training, certification
New York City 10027. Those interested in special education, Master's Degree,
in obtaining an SGA subsidy for registraplacement, and teaching salary, should
tion and travel cost should contact Tom write to Special Education Internships for
Miller, Campus Mail.
Teachers, Temple University, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19122. No education courses are reA reporter for the Akron Beacon-Journ- al
but psychology and sociology maquired
will be on campus Monday to
jors are specifically sought.
get impressions of student opinions on a
variety of topics, from campus to interZeitgeist features a poetry reading
national conflict. Any students interested by Bob
Kaven tonight and folksinging by
in airing their views may talk to the
Dave Hughes tomorrow night. Performreporter in the Andrews Room of the Lib
ances both nights are at 9:15 and 10:45.
from 1:30 on into the afternoon.
If you don't like coffee, drink T.
The SGA Buildings and Grounds
Look for VOICE Associate Editor Tom
Committee will display diagrams of the
new student union in the conversation Miller working the downs marker and
room of the Library starting next
chains in tomorrow's Parents' Day game
with Oberlin.
6-1-

3,

Paul Hart
ILLUSTRATIONS

rates.

Ext.

POSTERS
ARTWORK
Call DAVID SUTER,

327.

WHO (SOESTO

The Wooster Floral Store

"PINNER
Be you

again has the pleasure of supplying

MALE

FEMALE, if

PARENTS' DAY MUMS

or be you

you've got hair

that needs cutting, visit

hand-holdin- g

DICK MORRISON'S

BLACK
ON

and GOLD

BARBER SHOP

Public Square

SALE AT THE GATE

Group Flights
to Europe

140 South Market St.
Phone

263-288- 6

WOOSTER, OHIO

WILL AGAIN

OFFERED IN
SALE

50 TABLETS

FREE

with Each Purchase of 100

BE

1968

Brenner Bros.

Take Advantage of
Festival of

These Low Fares
0LAFSEN

our great
little bistro dresses had better
be prepared for
under the table and dancing till dawn,
if the idea appeals to you,
don't miss seeing them.
in one of

IN

Sweaters

SUPER AYTINAL

V-Ne-

VITAMIN TABLETS
The forfait poe of everyday living often results
fal faulty dlot habits and Inadequate assimilation of
food. Super Aytlnal provides an extraordinary wide
rang dietary lupplement of vitamins and minerals
for the bity teenager and adult. Come talk with us
e e Ow Pharmacist Knows Yitamlns.

V
tUPIR

V

I

ATONAL

nitwit'

wMiak

i
i

FLAIR TRAVEL
Satisfaction Guaranteed

ck

Crew Neck
For Information Call

Cardigans
the Newesf
Colors and Styles
$8.95 to $13.95

All

CONSULTANTS
346

EAST BOWMAN

264-650- 5

ST.

in

the Library Lecture Room. Presented by the
Ohio Poetry Circuit, Toelken, Assistant

But it will change form. We have
to he resigned to that. Already we
are witnessing many changes. But
we must be hopeful that we will
be hearing some good things in
the future, however changed or
different they may be.

Reosonable

in

the
Faculty
Educational
Policy
Committee
was
O "The Outsiders," whose recording
considering an "upgraded freshman
"Time Won't Let Me" was included
The EPC is considering an "unyear."
among national hits, will perform for
graded freshman year," not an upgraded
dancing in the gym next Saturday
one.
Starting the program will be "The

BRENNER BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
ON THE SQUARE

